Schedule for Student Research Symposium 2017
(Updated 3/2/2017)
NOTICE: The assignments of presenters are subject to change. Please check monitors located in LaBaume-Rudat Hall on the day of the symposium.

9:00 - 10:00 • Registration .......................................................... LaBaume-Rudat Hall

10:00 - 10:35 • Opening Plenary Session ........................................... LR204
Welcome Greeting, Dr. Gayle Copeland, Provost
Plenary Address, “Neighborhoods not Nationhoods”
   Dr. Stephen Backhouse, Prof. of Political Theology, St. Mellitus College, London.
   Instructions, Dr. John Ayabe

10:45 - 12:15 • Morning Session
SRS Session #1 Discussion Panel: Patterns of Belonging ..................... LR204
   Dr. Brian Hooker, Discussion Panel Chairperson
   ❖ Amy Pollard
     Chasing Sanity
   ❖ Heidi Sundquist
     How Does Personality Type Impact GPA?
   ❖ Sophia Williams
     Music Preference and Personality Type

12:15 - 1:30 • Lunch ................................................................. Dining Hall
A complementary lunch will be served in the Heritage Center to all participants and guests.
Pick up a lunch ticket at the registration table on the second floor of LaBaume-Rudat Hall.

1:30 - 3:00 • Early Afternoon Concurrent Sessions
SRS Session #2 Discussion Panel: Hybridity & Identity of Belonging ...... LR201
   Dr. Ashley Brimager, Discussion Panel Chairperson
   ❖ Rachel Crew
     Skating in a Sari: Hybridity, Gender, and Clothes in Monica Ali’s “Brick Lane”
   ❖ Shane Geer
     Belonging in Science: Biotech a History Full of Infamy
   ❖ Heidi Sundquist, Amanda Jones, Sara Salmon, Sophia Williams
     Evangelical Womanhood
SRS Session #3 Discussion Panel: *Theories of Belonging* ...................... LR101
Dr. Brian Larsen, Discussion Panel Chairperson

- Scott Griffin
  *Where Do Clouds Belong?*

- Kathryn Paradis
  *Effects of Dog’s Socialization on Behavior and Adoption at Haven Humane Society: A Case Study*

- Dillon Stetler
  *Extremophilic Bacteria in Acid-Mine-Drainage*

3:00 - 3:30 • Break ............................................................LaBaume-Rudat Hall

*Coffee and refreshments available outside of LR202 on the second floor of LaBaume-Rudat Hall.*

3:30 - 5:00 • Late Afternoon Concurrent Sessions

SRS Session #4 Discussion Panel: *Representations of Belonging* ............ LR201
Dr. Brian Hooker, Discussion Panel Chairperson

- Sarah Blumert
  *Cloud Atlas: Representation of Appropriation?*

- Amber Soldahl
  *Students and the Simpson Way*

- Bonnie Wolfman
  *Multi-Ethnic Tributaries: The Church as a River*

SRS Session #5 Discussion Panel: *Conflicts of Belonging* ...................... LR101
Dr. John Ayabe, Discussion Panel Chairperson

- Jordan Magera
  *The War on Trade: The Negative Impact of the Continental System and the Embargo of 1807 upon Britain*

- Zachary Sanchez
  *Red Scare-Lavender Scare: How the Fear of Communism sparked the Gay Liberation Movement*

- Garrett Struwe
  *The Implications of Jesus as a Nonviolent Nonconformist Protestor in the Gospel of John*

5:00 - 5:30 • Closing Plenary Session .........................................................LR 204

*Winners of the Stanley Clark Student Research Awards*